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we have had another case of spotted or eruptive typhus in a man
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the earliest period of syphilitic infection produces a
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of the diseases known as tabes mesenterica although the mesenteric
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tion with great rapidity he dies comatose. and what do we find on
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his teeth covered with sordes his pulse small weak and rapid his
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glands aocordiog to oanctorius are nearly inert again
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tion of this joint with the articulation of the first meta
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scarlet fever in preference to ihe stimulating plan then in vogue. but
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subject of the treatment of syphilis was warmly canvassed it was asserted
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great weight proving that the black colour of the skin cannot constitute
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staberoh as occurring on the surface of the intestinal mucous membrane
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the question whether the capillary power has any existence in the adult
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to the vulva and urinary meatus. he believes however
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skin the whole of the structure came under the fingers
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probable that the national authorities which organized
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vinegar and water beginning with it warm and reducing the tempera
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strongly inclined to recommend the early insertion of issues over the spine
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ber igth was examined at the new york pasteur insti
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eye and hence the treatment which would be proper for one case would
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the placenta. in this instance the impetus which the blood possesses in
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yelled instead of clear and decided while at the same
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lymph the lymph that is effused being a more homogeneous fluid which
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than all his irresistible humor won from each one of us
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disease is characterized. i have seen cases in which there was no
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confirmed the assertions of our predecessors that the same astringent
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avoided. in a large number of casea treated by us it
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his rough and ready method of moistening consisted
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bral hypersemia by lessening the amount of blood and
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logical memoirs however he will find that this particu
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and others. the articular surfaces are not plane sur
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the function of the vocal cords in the formation of
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ceeded to form general explanations of the causes of disease and frame
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that tlus is due to the influence of vaccination. small
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